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Bronze  Gear  Pumps

These pumps are made from pressure gunmetal bronze with a stainless 
steel shaft and bronze gears as the impellers.  
They are generally used in industrial applications where a robust, low 
volume, high pressure or circulating pump is required. 
They will handle most liquids including acids and fuels of various viscosity.  
They need to be engine driven via a belt and pulley wheel system.  
Sizes referred to are the BSP female port sizes.

RWB72 3/8" gear pump WS33
RWB73 1/2" gear pump WS32
RWB74 3/4" gear pump WS31
RWB75 1" gear pump WS30

Shower drain, Bilge, diesel fuel or livewell circulation pump.  
Fully serviceable diaphragm design allows dry running for periods.  
Ideal as a remote mounted shower drain pump.  This pump also has 
"Buna" diaphragms and valves making it capable of transferring diesel fuel.

A Self priming up to 3 metres (10Ft) allows mounting above wet bilges
A 4.3 GPM - 16.3 litres per minute capacity at open flow
A Continuously rated motor with thermal overload protection
A Water resistant coated motor resists corrosion
A Diaphragm design allows dry running for short periods
A Hose connections suit 20mm (3/4") hose.  20mm Inlet strainer included.

J40-100 12 volt 6 amp Par-Max4 Jabsco 31705-0092
J40-101 24 volt 3 amp Par-Max4 Jabsco 31705-0094

10 - Pumps  -  General  Purpose

Par-Max 4  Multi-purpose  Diaphragm  Pump

Spare parts - 
see page 215

The Rule general purpose pump is a very 
high capacity DC electric pump with a 
rotatable base for multiple mounting positions.  
It is designed for use as a washdown pump 
and / or to circulate water to a livewell tank.  
It pumps lots of water, but not at any pressure 
and it will not lift water.
Heavy duty construction with continuously rated 
air / water cooled, permanently lubricated ball 
bearing motor for long life and high performance.
Suitable for commercial or pleasure craft.

The Rule general purpose 
pump must be mounted 
below the waterline.  
It is NOT self priming - 
it will push water up, 
once water is fed to it, 
but it will not lift water 
up to the pump.

High Capacity 
Up To 3800 
GPH -240 Litres 
Per Minute

General  Purpose  Pump

A  12v model - 3800 GPH - 240 litres per minute
A  24v model - 3700 GPH - 233 litres per minute
A  Inlet & outlet suits 38mm - 1 1/2" hose
A  NOT self-priming

RWB8A 12 volt 15.5 amp 3800 GPH
RWB8B 24 volt 7.0 amp 3700 GPH
SP146 Replacement impeller
SP147 Replacement mounting base


